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Abstract- A graph with   vertices is called prime graph if its vertices can be labeled with first   positive integers such that each 

pair of adjacent vertices have relatively prime labels. Such a labeling is called prime labeling. It is known that graphs like gear 

graphs, crown graphs, helm graphs, book graphs and        are prime. In this paper, we study the prime labeling of union of 

these graphs.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

 

All graphs considered in this paper are simple, finite, and 

undirected. For a graph  ,      and      denotes the 

vertex set and edge set of   respectively whereas        
and        denotes the cardinality of the respective sets. For 

terms not defined here, we refer the reader to [6]. 

 Paths and cycles are the immediate examples of 

prime graphs but on the other hand the conjecture that trees 

are prime is not settled even after thirty-five years of research 

in this area. This makes the study of prime labeling a very 

interesting area of research. See [1] for a summary of prime 

labeling and prime graphs. The present paper is motivated 

from the existing examples of prime graphs like gear graphs, 

crown graphs, helms graphs and book graphs. The proof of 

these results are discussed in [2], [3] and [4]. Here we 

investigate the prime labeling of union of these graphs. For 

better understanding of the proofs, every theorem is 

supported with an appropriate example and a related figure. It 

is advisable to see these examples and figures while reading 

the proofs. 

The following results regarding relatively prime 

integers are quite useful through out the paper. Since their 

proofs are elementary we only state them in the form of a 

Lemma. 

 

Lemma 1.3 Let   and   be positive integers. Then 

1.           , whenever 

(i)      and   is arbitrary  

(ii)       and   is an odd integer  

(iii)        whereas   and   are odd integers 

(iv)        , where   is any integer.  

2.                      . 

3.                    , where   is an odd integer.  

4. For arbitrary integers                    if 

                      , then           . 

 

Now we discuss some basic definions which will be used in 

main results. 

 

Definition 1.1 A graph with the vertex set   
                for       and the edge set   
                                     is 

called wheel graph    of length  . 
 

Definition 1.2 The helm    is the graph obtained from a 

wheel    by attaching a pendent edge at each vertex of the 

 -cycle. 
 

Definition 1.3 A gear graph    is obtained from the wheel 

graph    by adding a vertex between every pair of adjacent 

vertices of the  -cycle. 

 

Definition 1.4 For a graph  , if every edge of graph   is 

subdivided, then resulting graph is called barycentric 

subdivision of graph  . In other words barycentric 

subdivision is the graph obtained by inserting a vertex of 

degree 2 into every edge of original graph. 

 

Definition 1.5 The corona product of graphs    and   is 

http://www.isroset.org/
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the graph     obtained by taking one copy of  , called 

the center graph,         copies of  , called the outer 

graph, and making the i
th

 vertex of   adjacent to every vertex 

of the i
th

 copy of  , where            . 
 

Definition 1.6 The Cartesian product of   and   is a 

graph, denoted by     whose vertex set is          . 

Two vertices       and         are adjacent if      and 

         or          and       Thus     
                 and                 
                                             
       

 

Definition 1.7 Crown graph is corona product of  -cylce and 

complete graph   . 

 

Definition 1.8 Book graph is cartesian product of star graph 

     and path graph   . 

 

II. MAIN RESULTS 

 

Theorem 2.1 A union of two copies of crown graph       

is prime graph for all  .  

Proof. Suppose   is a union of two copies of crown graph 

      with vertex set 

     
             

 
   

 
      

   
             

 
   

 
      

   and 

         
 
     

 
                 

 
     

 
   

                        . We will discuss the prime 

labeling of   for the following two cases on  . 

Case 1:           . 

Here we define                   by  

             
                
                
                
 where            Then for           

   (             )       (             )  are 

consecutive odd integers and for        
                                      as they are 

consecutive integers. Also 

                                and 

   (           )                        

                      as          . 

Case 2:           . 

In this case define                   by  

                       

    
                     

                          

    
                       

                      

Once again, for                              
                     and also                    

  because they are consecutive odd integers and for 

                                            
as they are consecutive integers. Moreover 

                   because         Further, since 

            we have                    

              . Also    (           )  

               and this concludes that   is prime 

graph. 

 

Example 2.1 Prime labeling of                 and 

                are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 

respectively.  

 

Theorem 2.2 A union of two copies of a gear graph    is a 

prime graph for all  . 

Proof. Suppose   is a union of two copies of a gear graph    

with vertex set 

                                      . Here    

is the apex vertex and             are the rim vertices of 

the first copy in which vertices with even suffix are of degree 

2 and those with odd suffix are of degree 3. We name the 

vertices of the second copy of    in the same fashion using 

the set                 . 
Case 1:           . 

In this case define                     by  

                                        

                                  

                           

 

Since 3 does not divide      for            

and                   it is easy to verify that   

defines a prime labeling on  . 

Case 2:           . 

In this case define                     by  

                                         

                                  

                                   

                          

Since 3 divides neither      nor      when 

           and further                it is easy to 

verify that   defines a prime labeling on  .  

 

Example 2.2 Prime labeling of       and       are 

shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively.  

 

Theorem 2.3 The union of two copies of a helm graph    is 

a prime graph for all  . 

Proof. Suppose   is a union of two copies of a helm graph 

   with vertex set 

     
                              
                             ; where    is the apex 

vertex,            are the rim vertices and               

are the pendent vertices adjacent to            respectively 

in the first copy of the helm graph   . We name the vertices 
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of the second copy of    in the same fashion using the set 

                             .  

Define                     by 

                

                  
               

             
 for             

                          

 (  )              
             

 for           

                          

Now using the results that             
                                    and 

                , along with few other elementary 

observations, it may easily be verified that 

                 whenever   and   are adjacent 

vertices. Hence   is a prime graph. 

 

Example 2.3 Prime labeling of       is shown in Figure 5. 

 

Theorem 2.4 Union of helm graph    and gear graph    is 

prime for all  . 

Proof.  Let   be the  union of helm graph    and gear 

graph   . Suppose the vertex sets of    and gear graph    

are                 
 
   

 
      

   and 
                 respectively.  

Define                     by  

                

                  
               

             

 for           

 (  )           for               

 

Then for        we have                  
 as         and                              
         Also                              
  and                                     
The rest of the adjacent vertices are labeled with either 

consecutive integers or consecutive odd integers, so they are 

relatively prime. Thus   is prime labeling on  . 

 

Example 2.4 Prime labeling of       is shown in Figure 

6. 

 

Theorem 2.5 Union of crown graph       and gear 

graph    is prime for all  . 

Proof. Let   be the  union of helm graph       and gear 

graph   . Suppose the vertex sets of       and gear 

graph    are              
 
   

 
      

   and 
                 respectively. 

Define                     by  

                 

                  
            

 for           

                   

             for            

  

Then for        we have, 

    (              )    as          

                                
                                
                                

Rest of the adjacent vertices are labeled with either 

consecutive integers or consecutive odd integers, so they are 

relatively prime. Thus   is prime labeling on  .  

 

Example 2.5 Prime Labeling of            is shown in 

Figure 7.  

 

Theorem 2.6 Union of crown graph       and helm 

graph    is prime for all  .  

Proof. Let   be the union of crown graph       with 

helm graph    and suppose the vertex sets of       and 

   are                            and 

                              respectively. 

Define                     by  

        

                  
                  

            
 for                

                         , 

                         , 

                  
              

for                 

                       . 

Since                                      
                                   

                                 
once again it is not difficult to verify that   is a prime 

labeling on  .  

 

Example 2.6 Prime labeling of            is shown in 

Figure 8.  

Our next result is about the union of book graphs. 

 

Theorem 2.7  Union of two copies of book graph    
        is prime labeling for all  .  

Proof. Let   be a graph which is a union of two copies of    

where                      
 
   

 
   

 
      

   
                

 
   

 
   

 
         and      

                                    
                                     Thus        
       and            . We construct a prime 

labeling                       as follows.  

Suppose                  and   is the set of all even 

integers in   which are not divisible by  . Then it is to see 

that      . Label            using the first   

consecutive integers of   and call them 

                    respectively. Now label 
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           randomly using all the   integers of the set 

                                           and 

call them                     respectively. Further, 

define                               for   
        where as                          and 

        . We claim that the bijection        
               defined above is a prime labeling. As 

       ,       and       are relatively prime. Since 

        and       are even integers different from the 

multiples of 6,                   . Also        
           whereas        and        are odd integers 

for all  , and hence                      
                  . The remaining edges of the graph   are 

of the form       or       whose end points are labeled with 

consecutive integers and hence this proves our claim that   is 

a prime labeling on  .  

 

Example 2.7 Prime labeling of       is shown in Figure 9.  

 

Note that by removing the edges       and       

from the graph        , we obtain a graph which is the 

union of two copies of a bistar graph. Hence Theorem 10 

immediately gives the following corollary. 

 

Corollary 2.8 A graph, which is union of two copies of bistar 

graph, is prime graph.  

 

Our final result is about the graph        which was 

introduced by S. K. Vaidya et al [5]. It is obtained by taking 

the barycentric subdivision of a cycle    and joining  newly 

inserted vertices of incident edges by an edge. It looks like    

inscribed in   . See for instance, Figure 10. 

 

Theorem 2.9 Union of two copies of        is a prime 

graph for           .  

Proof. Let   be a graph which is a union of two copies of 

       with                                 where 

for      ;                  denote the vertices of the 

(outer) cycle in the     copy of        and 

                  denote the newly inserted vertices on the 

edges                                 of this (outer) cycle 

respectively. Thus 

     
                                                            

                 whereas           and 

         . 

Define                   by  

 (    )               

                 . 

Note that for the edges          and 

                                  

                      since            Further, for the 

edge                                            

      since            and for the edge          

                                         
      . The end points of all the remaining edges of the 

graph   are labeled with either consecutive integers or 

consecutive odd integers. So   is a prime labeling on graph 

 .  
 

Example 2.8 Prime labeling of               is shown 

in Figure 10.  

III.  CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper we have mainly derived results about 

prime labeling of  union of crown, helm, gear and book 

graphs. It may be noted that while considering the union of 

graphs we have assumed (in some sense) that both the graphs 

are of same order. We are not sure if these results hold when 

these graphs are of different orders. So, this may be 

considered as a future scope of study in this direction. 

Ofcourse, one may also think about union of many other 

graph families which are known to be prime but nothing is 

known about their union graphs. 
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Figures 

Figure 1 : Prime Labeling of                 

 

 
Figure 2 : Prime Labeling of                 
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Figure 3: Prime Labeling of       

 
Figure 4: Prime Labeling of       

 

 
Figure 5: Prime Labeling of       
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Figure 6: Prime Labeling of       

 
Figure 7: Prime Labeling of            

 

 
Figure 8: Prime Labeling of            
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Figure 9: Prime Labeling of       

 

 
Figure 10: Prime Labeling of               

 


